We give a translation suitable for compilation of modern module calculi supporting sealing, generativity, translucent signatures, applicative functors, higher-order functors and/or first-class modules. Ours is the first module-compilation translation with a dynamic correctness theorem. The theorem states that the translation produces target terms that are contextually equivalent to the source, in an appropriate sense. A corollary of the theorem is that the translation is fully abstract. Consequently, the translation preserves all abstraction present in the source. In passing, we also show that modules are a definitional extension of the underlying core language. All of our proofs are formalized in Coq. [Harper et al. 1986 ] provide powerful abstraction tools for various programming-in-the-large settings. Structures collect related type and term components, as well as other structures, together in a single expression. More than just a namespace management mechanism, modules can be made opaque, so that clients can use them only through their specified interfaces. Functors map modules to other modules, which allows the programmer to give an implementation of an abstract data type that depends parametrically on an unknown implementation of another.
INTRODUCTION
ML-style module calculi [Harper et al. 1986 ] provide powerful abstraction tools for various programming-in-the-large settings. Structures collect related type and term components, as well as other structures, together in a single expression. More than just a namespace management mechanism, modules can be made opaque, so that clients can use them only through their specified interfaces. Functors map modules to other modules, which allows the programmer to give an implementation of an abstract data type that depends parametrically on an unknown implementation of another.
In an untyped setting, compiling modules is not too difficult. One can simply erase the types and compile modular code as ordinary code, rendering modules as tuples or records, and functors and functions. Nevertheless, there are compelling reasons to prefer type-preserving compilation. Chief among them is the assistance that type structure offers in achieving compiler correctness. Simply as a matter of engineering, experience shows that it is very difficult to implement (accidentally) a type-preserving global transformation 1 that is incorrect and yet type correct.
Types can take on an even more significant role in compiler verification. The best correctness result for a compiler phase is contextual equivalence, which says that the source and translated terms are indistinguishable by any legal observation (in an appropriate sense). This is the most robust form of translation correctness because it applies regardless of how the translated code is used, be it translated further (vertical composition), linked with other code (horizontal composition), or used in other way. Types are essential to contextual equivalence: without type structure to circumscribe 10:2 Karl Crary how the code may be used, too many observations are possible, making non-trivial contextual equivalence nearly impossible.
In this paper we give the first compilation strategy for ML-style modules that (1) supports the full array of abstraction mechanisms offered by the Standard ML module system (i.e., structures, sealing, generative functors, and translucent signatures) [Milner et al. 1990 ] as well as some other important features (applicative functors, higher-order functors, and first-class modules), and (2) admits a contextual equivalence result between modules and their translation.
As a corollary of contextual equivalence, the module translation is fully abstract: Modules are equivalent exactly when their translations are equivalent. The left-to-right portion of this is also called abstraction preservation. It says that no legal target code can break any abstractions present in the source code. This is particularly valuable today, as functional languages are increasingly becoming part of heterogeneous (multi-language) development environments. Full abstraction means that a programmer can be confident that his or her abstractions will be respected even by code linked in from another language, provided types are preserved and enforced [Patrignani et al. 2019] .
Moreover, our compilation strategy admits separate compilation, meaning that units can be linked entirely in the target language, without reference to the source code that generated them. In practice, this means that every module expressionÐincluding functorsÐis independently translated to a target-language expression.
The first mathematical examination of the compilation of modules was undertaken by . Their interest was not in compilation per se, but in the equational theory of higher-order modules. Specifically, they wished to show that code that employs functors respects a compiletime/run-time phase distinction, meaning that code can always be type-checked without executing any code.
That the phase distinction is respected is not obvious a priori. A module contains both type and term components, and a functor is a function that maps modules to modules, so at first glance it appears as though the type components of the result can depend on the term components of the argument. If so, it would be necessary to execute the argument terms in order to determine the result types.
This does not happen because the module language is structured in such a way that types can never depend on terms. Harper, et al. show that module expressions can be separated into two parts: a static (or łcompile-timež) phase and a dynamic (or łrun-timež) phase. Dynamic-phase expressions can depend on static-phase expressions, but not vice versa. This relies crucially on modules being second-class.
Harper, et al. go on to show that the static-phase equational theory is unaffected by the deletion of all dynamic-phase equations. But for our purposes, we are interested in their phase-separation algorithm itself. In their algorithm, every module M is split into two pieces [c, e] , in which c is a type constructor representing M's static portion, and e is a term representing its dynamic portion. Both pieces can be rendered without reference to the module language, so modules are compiled away.
Harper, et al. 's module language supported some important features, but it omitted other ones, most notably sealing and generativity. The only form of abstraction available was lambda abstraction, which meant that their language supported only client-side abstraction, not provider-side abstraction, which is more robust [Crary 2017 ].
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10:3 deals with them simply by removing them, so it does not preserve abstraction. (This was consistent with his purpose of facilitating cross-module inlining.) Next, Shan [2006] and Rossberg, et al. [2014] proposed a different approach for compiling modules with sealing and generativity, in which sealing was treated as introducing an existential type. This provides a very natural treatment of abstraction [Mitchell and Plotkin 1988] .
Neither Shan nor Rossberg, et al. included any dynamic correctness result, much less full abstraction. In fact, neither one gave an evaluation semantics for the source language. 2 We resolve the question here in the negative; their translation is probably not fully abstract. More precisely, their translation is not fully abstract if the target's dynamic semantics provides any strict mechanism (e.g., call-by-value or seq) capable of observing the termination of a function expression. However, the problem is easily corrected by a change to the target's static semantics. This paper's main contribution is the first module-compilation algorithm with a dynamic correctness proof. The algorithm is given as a phase-separation translation: as in Harper, et al.'s original translation, we split each pure module into a type constructor and a term. The correctness result is as strong as possible: we show that modules are translated to contextually equivalent terms, and we conclude, as a corollary, that the translation is fully abstract.
The most obvious obstacle to the contextual equivalence result is that the source expression and its translation belong to different types, different syntactic classes, and indeed different languages. The difference in languages is easily dealt with: our target language is a strict subset of our source language, obtained by omitting all module-oriented forms. Thus, we can compare a source expression and its translation simply by taking the translation as another source expression.
To mediate the difference in types and syntactic classes, we show that we can define a pair of functions Snd and Join that convert back-and-forth between modules and terms of appropriate types. The result then states that if a module M is phase-separated into static portion c and dynamic portion e, then Join[c, e] is contextually equivalent to M. Since Snd and Join are inverses, one may equivalently say that SndM is contextually equivalent to e.
If Join merely traversed e to reverse the phase-separation translation, this result would be trivial. It does not. The important fact about Snd and Join is they are defined within the grammar of the language. They are not able to traverse the syntax of an expression, and thus they can only interact with an expression through the interface given by its type. Their purpose is to coerce between interfaces.
One observation that we can draw from this result is that modules are a definitional extension of the core language. Put less formally, the module language can be viewed as merely a very convenient syntax for writing modular programs. A practical consequence of this observation is that some useful module features (notably first-class modules [Russo 2000]) need not be included as distinct features to be compiled, because they are already definitional extensions of the language.
Our development proceeds as follows: First, we summarize our module calculus and state some preliminary results regarding it (Section 2). Our module calculus is nearly identical to Crary [2017] , except we add a value restriction for polymorphic functions. Second, we give the phase separation algorithm (Section 3). Third, we define contextual equivalence (Section 4). This is adapted from Crary, with small changes to deal with the value restriction. We also state some useful lemmas about contextual equivalence, corollaries of the development of logical equivalence in Crary. Finally we prove our correctness results (Section 5): We define Snd and Join, show that they are inverses, show that modules translate to contextually equivalent terms (modulo Join), and conclude full abstraction as a corollary. All of our proofs are formalized in Coq, and may be found at:
www.cs.cmu.edu/~crary/papers/2018/famc-formal.tgz 2 THE MODULE CALCULUS Our module calculus is nearly identical to Crary [2017] , which is adapted from that of Dreyer [2005] , which in turn builds on a long line of prior work on module calculi [Dreyer et al. 2003; Harper and Lillibridge 1994; Leroy 1994 Leroy , 1995 MacQueen 1986; MacQueen and Tofte 1994; Russo 1998; Shao 1999; . The sole change from Crary is the addition of a value restriction to polymorphic functions. (As we will show, the value restriction is necessary for our translation to be fully abstract.) The module calculus itself is not a research contribution of this paper; our purpose here is just to lay the foundation for our phase-separation algorithm. The module calculus is intended to account for the fundamental elements of a module system that are vital for data abstraction [Crary 2017 ]. However, it does not account for all of the convenience features of modern module systems: Fields of modules are identified by position, not by name. Coercion of a module to a specified signature (i.e., by dropping fields, reordering fields, or monomorphizing polymorphic functions) is not done automatically; to do so creates complications that are orthogonal to the abstraction concerns we focus on here. Like nearly all module calculi (but not Harper and Mitchell [1993] ), sharing specifications are not primitive, but are taken as syntactic sugar over translucent signatures. The open declaration, which is useful in practice but makes little sense in a type theory with a proper notion of binding, is not supported. First-class modules (supported in some dialects of ML [Russo 2000]) are not explicitly supported (but see Section 6). We also do not support recursive modules [Crary et al. 1999; Dreyer 2005; Russo 2001 ] (supported in some dialects of ML [Leroy 2003; Russo 2001] ); the abstraction implications of recursive modules are not yet well examined. All of these features can be implemented by elaboration [Dreyer 2005; Dreyer et al. 2003; , but those elaborated aspects of the language fall outside the results we prove here.
Most significantly, we follow earlier work [Dreyer et al. 2003; Rossberg et al. 2014 ] by using elaboration to address the avoidance problem [Dreyer et al. 2003 ], in which the structure of a program mandates that type variables leave scope, but there is no best way for a module's type to avoid those variables. This arises most importantly in sealed arguments to functors. No satisfactory type-theoretic treatment of the avoidance problem has yet been found. The elaboration involves retaining in łhiddenž modules the type variables that are supposed to leave scope. Unfortunately, the hidden-ness of those modules is not enforceable after elaboration, which may lead to tangible compromises in data abstraction. To avoid this, the programmer must manually ascribe signatures whenever type variables leave scope. This preserves abstraction, but is inconvenient.
Syntax.
A key design goal of the module calculus is to respect the phase distinction , which means that the meaning of static phrases, and specifically their equivalence, can be determined without referring to dynamic phrases. The static syntactic classes are kinds (k), type constructors (c), and signatures (σ ). The dynamic syntactic classes are terms (e) and modules (M). Signatures serve as the types of modules, and kinds serve (as usual) as the types of type constructors. The full syntax is given in Figure 1 . (Figures 1, 2 , and 4 are borrowed from Crary [2017] .) Static phrases. The constructor and kind expressions are the singleton kind calculus of Stone and Harper [2006] , with some minor extensions. Actual types belong to the kind T. (We often use the metavariable τ instead of c for actual types.) The unit constructor ⋆ belongs to the kind 1.
If τ is a type, we may form the singleton kind S(τ ), which contains precisely τ (and other types equivalent to it). This is used to model type definitions and sharing specifications in signatures. Thus, if τ : S(τ ′ ), we can conclude that τ and τ ′ are equivalent types. As a consequence, equivalence is context sensitive: α and τ are equivalent under the assumption α : S(τ ), but not under α : T. As a further consequence, equivalence depends on the kind at which constructors are compared: λα:T.α and λα:T.τ are equivalent at S(τ ) → T but not at T → T. Although the singleton kind primitive is restricted to types, one can use it to define singletons at any kind.
Since singletons allow kinds to depend on constructors, it is useful to support dependent kinds. The dependent form of function kinds is written Πα:k.k ′ and the dependent form of products is written Σα:k.k ′ . When α does not appear free in k ′ , these are written using k → k ′ and k × k ′ respectively, as usual.
Dynamic phrases. The syntax for terms is largely standard. The recursion form fix τ e has the type τ , provided e has the type (unit → τ ) → τ , and we evaluate fix τ e to e(λ_:unit.fix τ e). 3 The module language contains static and dynamic atomic modules, generative and applicative functors, and pairs. An atomic module models a single field of a module: a static atom ( c ) contains a single constructor, and a dynamic atom (⟨| e | ⟩) contains a single term. For example, the ML module:
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Karl Crary struct type t = bool val x = true end could be elaborated ⟨ bool , ⟨| true | ⟩⟩. (Observe that, as noted above, the field names disappear when a module is elaborated.)
Abstraction is introduced using the form M :> σ , which seals M so that its components can be accessed only through the interface given by σ . In particular, if a signature gives the kind of a type field as T, that type is unknown and therefore abstract. Proper enforcement of type abstraction requires that sealing be viewed as a computational effect [Dreyer et al. 2003] , and that types cannot be extracted from impure modules. Thus, to use the types from a sealed module, one must bind that module to a variable; variables are always pure.
We syntactically distinguish between generative and applicative functors. A generative functor can have sealing in its body, and calling it induces an effect. In contrast, an applicative functor cannot, and does not.
For technical reasons related to the avoidance problem [Dreyer 2005 , section 4.2.6], a module that either let-binds a module or unpacks an existential type must include an explicit signature annotation, and such modules are deemed to induce an effect.
Static portions, twinned variables, and phase separation. To extract a term from a dynamic atom, one uses the form Ext M. However, to extract a type constructor from a static atom, we employ a judgement rather than a syntactic form. The judgement Fst(M) ≫ c says that c is the static portion of M. 4 In particular, Fst( c ) ≫ c.
The reason for this design, invented by Dreyer [2005] , is it removes any syntactic dependency of static phrases (such as types) on terms or modules. By disentangling the singleton kind calculus from all dynamic phrases, we are able to use Stone and Harper's singleton-kind metatheory [Stone and Harper 2006] off the shelf.
For static extraction to work compositionally, we must be able to compute the static portion of any pure module, not only static atom literals. (Impure modules do not have static portions.) The rules for doing so are given in Figure 2 . Two subtle points arise: First, by its nature, a generative functor returns nothing that is statically predictable. Therefore the static component of a generative functor is trivial. Second, for any module variable m, we must be able to compute m's static portion, but of course that cannot be known, so we must have a type-constructor variable prepared to stand in for m's static portion. This leads to the concept of twinned variables [Lee et al. 2007] : every module variable m is twinned with a constructor variable α, written α/m, where α is the static portion of m. 5 However, when α is not used, we will often leave it out.
Twinned variables are recorded in the context and static portions depend on them, so the static portion judgement is written in its most general form as Γ ⊢ M ≫ c. However, when Γ is empty or can be determined from context, we often write Fst(M) ≫ c, or even just Fst(M) for the unique c such that Fst(M) ≫ c.
Our static-portion rules are very similar in spirit to the non-standard equational rules of . As in this work, Harper et al. gave rules for determining the static portions of modules as part of their static semantics, and alsoÐseparatelyÐgave an algorithm for compiling modules : kind into static and dynamic components. The main difference (apart from the extra features we support here), is that their łnon-standardž rules determined not only a static portion, but also a dynamic portion, even though only the static portion ended up being relevant to typing judgements.
Signatures. Signatures forms include signatures for atomic modules, generative and application functors, and pairs. The signatures for functors and for pairs are dependent, so one might expect to write them with a twinned left-hand-side, like Σα/m:σ 1 .σ 2 . However, since a module can never appear within a signature (signatures being static phrases), the m variable will never be used, so we don't bother to write it. (As usual, when α does not appear free in σ 2 , we write Σα:σ 1 .σ 2 as σ 1 × σ 2 .)
In a twinned binding α/m:σ , or in the binding α:σ within a dependent signature, α stands for the static portion of some module belonging to σ . Thus, α will have kind Fst(σ ), which stands for the static portion of σ . The definition of Fst appears in Figure 2 . Whenever m : σ and Fst(m) ≫ c, we have c : Fst(σ ).
Higher-order singletons. The primitive singleton kind S(c) is well-formed only when c is a type. However, singletons at higher kinds (written S(c : k)) are definable using dependent kinds. For example, S(c : k 1 → k 2 ) = Πα:k 1 .S(c α : k 2 ), since a constructor is equivalent to c in kind k 1 → k 2 precisely when it takes an argument of kind k 1 and does with it whatever c does with it.
We can use the same technique to define singleton signatures. Suppose c : Fst(σ ). Then the singleton signature S(c : σ ) contains all pure modules in σ whose static component is equivalent to c. For instance S(c : k ) = S(c : k) . The definitions of higher-order singletons are given in Figure 3 . Note that when the static component of σ is trivial (i.e., when Fst(σ ) = 1), S(c : σ ) = σ , since all static components are equivalent at kind 1.
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: kind Semantics. The static semantics is given by several judgements summarized in Figure 4 . The rules are exactly those from Crary [2017] , with the sole exception that the typing rule for polymorphic functions is replaced by the one given below, which includes a value restriction.
The top-level judgement is the typing judgement for modules, written Γ ⊢ κ M : σ , where the purity class κ is either P, indicating that the module is pure (unsealed), or I, indicating that it is impure (sealed). A łforgetž rule allows pure modules to be viewed as impure.
The dynamic semantics is given by a standard, call-by-value, structured operational semantics, written Γ ⊢ e → e ′ and Γ ⊢ M → M ′ . (It is convenient to be able to evaluate open terms, but in the typical case in which Γ is empty, we will omit the turnstile.) The value forms are:
We write e↓ or M↓ to mean that e or M evaluates to a value.
Two rules illustrate issues that arise in the dynamic semantics. The evaluation rule for sealed modules immediately removes the seal:
In essence, this step is the computational effect that the type system tracks. Rules that substitute for module variables, such as the beta rules for functors, also must substitute for the twinned constructor variable, which is obtained using the Fst judgement:
This rule works because well-formed module values are always pure, so their static portion can always be obtained.
The value restriction. In the typing rule for polymorphic functions, we require that the body be a static value:
k.τ where a static value (sv) is like an ordinary value (v) except variables are excluded:
We distinguish between static and ordinary values and use the former because we wish for wellformedness to be preserved by the substitution of any appropriately typed termÐeven a non-valueÐ for a variable, and that is not the case with ordinary values. This is necessary to have a useful contextual-equivalence functionality lemma.
The inclusion of the value restriction has no significant effect on the development of logical equivalence given in Crary [2017] , but it is essential for the phase separation translation to be fully abstract.
Metatheory. We can now state some metatheoretic results from Crary [2017] :
Lemma 2.1.
•
Theorem 2.3 (Progress). If ⊢ e : τ then either e is a value or takes a step. If ⊢ κ M : σ then either M is a value or takes a step.
Theorem 2.4 (Determinism).
• If Γ ⊢ e → e 1 and Γ ⊢ e → e 2 then e 1 = e 2 .
PHASE SEPARATION
The target language for our translation is the subset of the source language obtained by deleting all the module-oriented forms. Note that the syntactic classes of kinds and constructors contain no module-oriented forms, and are thus unchanged. (This is an advantage of Dreyer's device [2005] wherein Fst is a judgement, rather than a syntactic form.)
Using a fragment of the source as the target dramatically simplifies several aspects of the development: (1) We need not develop the metatheory of the target language; the source's metatheory applies directly. (2) The type translation is the identity. (3) Full abstraction is a direct consequence of the dynamic correctness theorem, since every target observation is a source observation, and every source observation can be translated to a target observation.
We express phase separation as a type-directed translation [Harper and Morrisett 1995] using three judgements, one each for terms, pure modules, and impure modules. The term translation judgement is Γ ⊢ e : τ ē, meaning that Γ ⊢ e : τ andē is a translation of e. Since the type translation is the identity,ē will have the same type as e.
Different translation derivations can ostensibly result in different translations, but we can show that the translation is coherent [Breazu-Tannen et al. 1991] , meaning that all of a term's translations are equivalent. Coherence is another simple corollary of dynamic correctness.
The term translation does very little, since most term forms do not pertain to modules. Its rules are given in Appendix A. The main judgements are the phase-separation judgements for modules. For pure modules, the judgement is written:
Here, M is separated into its static portion c and its dynamic portion e. Recall that the module calculus has its own internal concept of static components (Fst(M)). These notions agree: if also
The types of c and e are governed by the phase separation judgement for signatures:
Here σ is separated into its static portion k and its dynamic portion τ (in which τ can refer to α, which stands for the actual static component). Thus, in the above, c belongs to kind k, and e belongs to type [c/α]τ . The best way to understand the translation is through the phase-separation rules for signatures. A static atom is all static, so k
A trivial module is trivial is trivial in both components, so 1 [_:1. unit]. In an applicative functor, the static portion maps the static portion of the argument to the static portion of the result, while the dynamic portion maps both portions of the argument to the dynamic portion of the result:
In a pair, the static (dynamic) portion is the pair of the static (dynamic) portions of the constituents:
These rules are essentially the rules from (adapted for dependent kinds), but they did not account for generative functors. For generative functors, we adapt the translation of Shan [2006] and Rossberg, et al. [2014] .
The tricky point is how to phase-separate impure (i.e., sealed) modules. Our translation wishes to separate modules into their static and dynamic components, but sealed modules are not supposed to have a static component, since their abstract type components are notionally determined at run-time. 6 Any translation that makes them available statically will not preserve abstraction. But once a sealed module has executed, its result value will be pure (recall part 4 of Lemma 2.1), and therefore it will have static and dynamic components. Thus, the appropriate translation of an impure module is a term that dynamically computes the static and dynamic portions of that eventual value. Thus we write:
e where e belongs to ∃α:k.τ (assuming σ
[α:k. τ ]). Now we can give the rule for a generative functor, which returns an impure module. Its static portion is trivial, while its dynamic portion maps both portions of the argument to an existential package containing the static and dynamic portions of the module value that the functor eventually returns:
For convenience, the signature translation rules are collected in Figure 5 . The module translation is given in Figures 6, and 7 . Most of its rules are dictated by the signature phase-separation rules given above. We touch on a few points that are interesting or subtle:
The translation's calling convention is given by the context translation Γ, which is formalized in Figure 8 . Constructor and term bindings are translated directly, as one would expect. In a module binding α/m, we introduce two variablesÐa constructor variable α and a term variablemÐto represent the module's static and dynamic portions. Here we assume that there are infinitely many term variables, so for every module variable m we can associate a term variablem that is not otherwise used.
With the calling convention established, we can consider the translation rules for functors. For applicative functors, the rule states:
[λα:k 1 .c, Λα:k 1 .λm:τ 1 .e] The functor's static portion λα:k 1 .c takes the static portion of the functor argument (α:k 1 ) to the static portion of the body (c). In accordance with the phase distinction, there is no dependence on The applicative functor application rule states (in the pure case):
This simply applies the functor's static portion to the argument's, and applies the functor's dynamic portion to the argument's static and dynamic portion. The impure case does the same thing, but first unpacks the functor from an existential package, and afterwards repacks the result.
Observe that, unless one were to do something obviously foolish, both of these rules are completely determined by the signature translation. The same is true for the translation of generative functors: The static portion of a generative functor is trivial. The dynamic portion takes in the static and dynamic portions of the argument (again α:k 1 andm : τ 1 )Ðagain following the calling conventionÐ and then computes an existential package (e) containing the static and dynamic portions of the result.
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The generative functor application rule:
after extracting the functor's dynamic portion from a trivial existential package simply applies it to the argument's static and dynamic portion. Again, these rules are determined by the signature translation. The same is true of the rules governing atomic modules and pairs. The translation of let binding is determined simply by the calling convention:
unpack [α,m] = e 1 in e 2 Since M 1 is impure, its translation is an existential package that must be unpacked to follow the calling convention. Once this is done, the right-hand-side is just passed through. Since σ 2 does not mention α, the type of e 2 also will not mention α.
The translation rule corresponding to the łforgettingž rule takes the statically determined static and dynamic components and rolls them into an existential package:
as ∃α:k.τ Interestingly, this leaves nothing for the sealing rule to do:
: σ e All the sealing rule does is require that M be translated impurely. This induces the forgetting rule to do the work of sealing M up as an existential package.
Retyping principles. Two technically tricky points pertain to the module calculus's retyping principles. The first such principle is the subsumption rule:
we can show that k 1 ≤ k 2 . If we had subtyping (and the full F ≤ subtyping rule [Curien and Ghelli 1992] ) we could also show that τ 1 ≤ τ 2 . But we do not have subtyping, and it is not the case that τ 1 ≡ τ 2 , since k ′ ≤ k does not imply ∀α:k.τ ≡ ∀α:k ′ .τ . Consequently, the subsumption rule must apply a τ 1 → τ 2 coercion to the dynamic portion:
as ∃α:k 2 .τ 2 The coercion is computed by a judgement Γ ⊢ σ 1 ≤ σ 2 f . It is essentially a large eta-expansion; it unrolls a term representing the dynamic portion of a module belonging to σ 1 , and then re-rolls it at the type corresponding to σ 2 . Details appear in Appendix A. In a practical implementation, this coercion can very frequently be inlined. Moreover, for fragments without higher-order functors (such as Standard ML), the coercion is always the identity.
The second retyping principle is the calculus's extensional typing rules, such as this rule for module pairs:
The extensional typing rules say that a module belongs to a signature if uses of M produce appropriate results. For instance, M belongs to σ 1 × σ 2 if its left projection belongs to σ 1 and its right to σ 2 . These rules are never needed when M is an introduction form, but they allow one to ascribe stronger signatures to paths (i.e., series of eliminations starting from a variable) than the elimination rules permit [Harper and Lillibridge 1994] . For example, they allow one to give a path a translucent signature that refers to itself, a procedure whimsically called łselfification. ž Extensional typing is necessary for higher-order singleton kinds and signatures to work properly (recall parts 2 and 3 of Lemma 2.1).
However, the extensional typing rules cause a problem for the translation. Suppose M translated to [c, e] before using extensionality. The translation rule corresponding to the above rule would produce [⟨π 1 c, π 2 c⟩, ⟨π 1 e, π 2 e⟩]. A similar thing would happen with the extensional typing rule for functors.
Unfortunately, this eta-expansion is not only inefficient, it is incorrect. In an eager operational semantics such as ours, e and ⟨π 1 e, π 2 e⟩ have observably different behavior whenever e has effects.
The solution to this problem is to exploit the fact that the extensional typing rules are needed only for paths. Our translation omits the extensional typing rules, and replaces them with a single łselfifyingž translation rule for variables:
Note the typing rule for variables gives m the signature σ , but the translation here gives it S(α : σ ). Because of this discrepancy, the translation rules are not in perfect correspondence with the typing rules, but we can nevertheless show that all well-typed expressions translate and vice versa:
Theorem 3.1. If ⊢ Γ ok then:
e (for some e).
• Γ ⊢ e : τ iff Γ ⊢ e : τ ē (for someē).
We will need more machinery before we can show the translation's full correctness, but at this point we can show its static correctness: Lemma 3.2 (Static correctness). If ⊢ Γ ok then:
CONTEXTUAL EQUIVALENCE
We follow Crary [2017] by defining contextual equivalence as the coarsest congruence that is consistent with execution, 7 and our definitions in this section are adapted from there. However, in contrast to Crary, our indexed relations include a relation on static values. This comes into play in the compatibility rule for polymorphic functions because of the value restriction. Fortunately, this affects the development almost not at all, and ultimately we will prove that the value relation can be ignored (Lemma 4.5).
Definition 4.1. An indexed dynamic relation R is a triple of relations: relations (R t and R v ) on terms and static values indexed by a context and type; and a relation (R m ) on modules indexed by a context, signature, and purity class; such that if ⊢ Γ ok then:
• if Γ ⊢ e R t e ′ : τ then Γ ⊢ e, e ′ : τ , and if Γ ⊢ e R v e ′ : τ then Γ ⊢ e, e ′ : τ and e, e ′ are static values, and
Definition 4.2. Suppose R is an indexed dynamic relation.
• R is compatible if it respects the rules in Appendix B. (Informally, R is compatible if R-related expressions can be built from R-related subexpressions.) • R is substitutive if it respects substitution (of values where appropriate) and weakening for constructor, term, and module hypotheses. (For example, if Γ, α/m:σ , Γ ′ ⊢ e R t e ′ : τ and
• R is a congruence if it is compatible, substitutive, reflexive, transitive, and symmetric.
• R is consistent if it preserves module termination. (That is, if ⊢ I M R m M ′ : σ and M halts then M ′ halts.)
Although we define consistency in terms of module termination, it is easy to show that a consistent, compatible relation also preserves term termination. Definition 4.3. Contextually equivalence (written Γ ⊢ e ≈ e ′ : τ and Γ ⊢ e ≈ v e ′ : τ and Γ ⊢ κ M ≈ M ′ : σ ) is defined as the union of all consistent congruences. 8
Properties of Contextual Equivalence
In proving dynamic correctness of phase separation, we will use several properties of contextual equivalence. One-and-a-half of these can be proven directly (the first and the left-to-right direction of the second). But contextual equivalence, which effectively quantifies over all observing contexts that might use the comparees, is awkward to work with. For the rest of the properties, we require a tool to obtain leverage on contextual equivalence. The tool is logical equivalence, which defines the equivalence of comparees intrinsically, rather than extrinsically through their use in surrounding code.
Crary [2017] defines logical equivalence for the module calculus and shows that it coincides with contextual equivalence. We use that development off-the-shelf, except that we need a notion of logical equivalence for values. We define it as simply the restriction of logical equivalence to static values.
The desired properties are all corollaries of the coincidence of logical and contextual equivalence. Conveniently, we can state them all without reference to logical equivalence, so we do so in the interest of brevity. Proofs are given in the companion Coq formalization.
First, contextual equivalence is adequate for the operational semantics:
Lemma 4.4 (Adeqacy). If Γ ⊢ e : τ and Γ ⊢ e → e ′ then Γ ⊢ e ≈ e ′ : τ , and similarly for modules.
Proof Sketch. The compatible, reflexive, and transitive closure of evaluation is a consistent congruence, and therefore is contained in contextual equivalence. Second, contextual equivalence for values is precisely the restriction of ordinary contextual equivalence to static values. Thus, henceforth we can ignore contextual equivalence for values. Lemma 4.6 (Closed instances).
• If Γ ⊢ e, e ′ : τ and for any substitution γ such that ⊢ γ : Γ we have ⊢ γ (e) ≈ γ (e ′ ) : γ (τ ), then Γ ⊢ e ≈ e ′ : τ .
• If Γ ⊢ I M, M ′ : σ and for any substitution γ such that ⊢ γ : Γ we have
Fourth, when two closed expressions have the same termination behavior, we can assume they terminate when showing they are contextually equivalent:
Lemma 4.7 (Conditional eqivalence).
• If ⊢ e, e ′ : τ and e↓ ⇔ e ′ ↓, then if e↓ implies ⊢ e ≈ e ′ : τ , then ⊢ e ≈ e ′ : τ .
Fifth, for closed terms and closed, pure modules, we have a variety of extensionality properties:
Lemma 4.8 (Extensionality). Suppose ⊢ e, e ′ : τ and e↓ ⇔ e ′ ↓, then ⊢ e ≈ e ′ : τ provided: • τ = τ 1 × τ 2 and ⊢ π 1 e ≈ π 1 e ′ : τ 1 and ⊢ π 2 e ≈ π 2 e ′ : τ 2 . Suppose ⊢ P M, M ′ : σ and M↓ ⇔ M ′ ↓, then ⊢ P M ≈ M ′ : σ provided:
• σ = 1, or
• σ = Π gn α:σ 1 .σ 2 and for every ⊢ P V : σ 1 we have
Fst(Π ap α:σ 1 .σ 2 ) and for every ⊢ P V : σ 1 we have
CORRECTNESS
Our main aim is to show that every module is contextually equivalent to its translation, in an appropriate sense. But what is the appropriate sense? Since a module and its translation belong to different types, and indeed different syntactic classes, we require some way to relate them.
We do this using Snd σ and Join σ , two (families of) functions that convert back-and-forth between modules and terms. Given a module, Snd computes its dynamic component, and given a module's static and dynamic component, Join recovers the original module.
The important fact about Snd σ and Join σ is that they are expressed within the language. They do not traverse the syntax of their arguments the way the translation does. Rather, they operate through the interface given by their arguments' signature/kind/type. We refer to Snd as dynamic phase separation since it does phase separation at run time instead of compile time.
The definitions of Snd and Join are given in Figure 9 . The fact that they are definable within the language is interesting in its own right. It shows that modules are a definitional extension of the core language. In other words, modules confer no fundamental expressive power absent in the core. On the other hand, the fact that the definitions are rather baroque shows that modules are nevertheless a useful feature for a language to support.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose ⊢ Γ ok and Γ ⊢ σ : sig and σ [α:k. τ ]. Then:
The main lemmas state that Snd and Join are inverses:
The proof is by induction on the gross structure of σ (that is, considering all atoms ( k or ⟨| τ | ⟩) to be identical for the purposes of the induction order). We give one case, by way of example. Suppose σ = Π ap α:σ 1 .σ 2 . By the closed instances lemma, we may assume without loss of generality that Γ is empty. (Note that σ 's instances have the same gross structure as σ .) It is not hard to show that M↓ ⇔ Join σ [Fst(M), Snd σ (M)]↓. Therefore, by the conditional equivalence lemma, we may assume without loss of generality that M is some value V . Let σ 1
[α:k 1 . τ 1 ]. Then:
The last step is by eta equivalence (which follows from extensionality, since V halts), and the previous two steps use the induction hypothesis. Next, we establish the correctness of the subsignature coercion judgement. It is equivalent to the function that converts a term to a module at the subsignature, and back to a term at the supersignature:
Proof Sketch. By induction on the derivation. Recall that the variable translation case selfified its signature. To deal with this, we require one more lemma:
The first two conditions hold using Lemma 5.1 and S(c : σ ) ≤ σ . The third is by inspection.
To mediate the difference between the original context Γ and its translation Γ, we define the substitution Snd Γ to mapm to Snd σ m for every α/m:σ ∈ Γ. Note that Snd σ does not touch constructor variables, so we need not apply it to any kinds, constructors, or signatures.
With this, we can finally establish our main theorem:
Theorem 5.7 (Dynamic correctness).
The proof is by induction on the translation derivation. We give a few cases by way of example. Case: Fst(m) , Snd σ (m)] ≈ m, the second and third steps using Lemmas 5.5 and 5.2. Case:
The first step is because f is closed with respect to term variables; the second and third are by Lemmas 5.4 and 5.2.
Observe that for closed terms, the theorem degenerates to if ⊢ e : τ ē then ⊢ e ≈ē : τ .
Abstraction Preservation
It remains to collect some corollaries. We can prove a converse of dynamic correctness:
Corollary 5.8. Let Join σ be the substitution that maps m to Join σ [α,m] for every α/m:σ ∈ Γ. (So Γ ⊢ Join Γ : Γ whenever ⊢ Γ ok.) Suppose ⊢ Γ ok. Then:
Proof Sketch.
Consider the first clause. Using compatibility, we can show that contextual equivalence respects functionality, so Join Γ (Snd Γ (e)) ≈ e by Lemma 5.3. By dynamic correct-
The second clause is similar but messier. The third clause is similar but simpler.
Abstraction preservation follows directly from this. If one neglects (for the moment) the difference between the source and target language, this is the hard direction of full abstraction:
Corollary 5.9 (Abstraction preservation). Suppose ⊢ Γ ok. Then:
We give the first clause; the others are similar. Suppose
) ≈ e 2 by Corollary 5.8 and compatibility.
The coherence of the translation is an immediate consequence of this, using reflexivity for the antecedent:
Corollary 5.10 (Coherence). Suppose ⊢ Γ ok. Then:
• If Γ ⊢ I M : σ and σ [α:k. τ ] and Γ ⊢ I M : σ e i (for i = 1, 2) then Γ ⊢ e 1 ≈ e 2 : ∃α:k.τ .
• If Γ ⊢ e : τ and Γ ⊢ e : τ ē i (for i = 1, 2) then Γ ⊢ē 1 ≈ē 2 : τ .
Full Abstraction
Full abstraction states that expressions are source-equivalent (i.e., equivalent in the source language) exactly when their translations are target-equivalent. Abstraction preservation gives us most of this: It says that that translations of source-equivalent expressions are source-equivalent. Since the target language is a subset of the source, every observing context in the target is also one in the source, and consequently source-equivalence implies target-equivalence. Thus, abstraction preservation gives us half of full abstraction. It remains to show that expressions are source-equivalent when their translations are targetequivalent. Dynamic correctness says that source expressions are source-equivalent to their translations, so the result follows by transitivity, provided target-equivalent expressions are sourceequivalent:
Lemma 5.11. Let Γ ⊢ tgt e ≈ e ′ : τ be contextual equivalence for the target, defined analogously to Section 4, but using only the features of the target language. Then Γ ⊢ tgt e ≈ e ′ : τ implies Γ ⊢ e ≈ e ′ : τ .
Proof Sketch.
As developed in Crary [2017] , contextual equivalence coincides with logical equivalence, which is biorthogonally closed [Pitts 2005] . Dynamic correctness tells us that every closed source term has an equivalent target term. Thus, in biorthogonal closure we may assume without loss of generality that the continuations are target terms. It follows that biorthogonally closed sets are closed under target-equivalence.
Corollary 5.12 (Full abstraction). Suppose ⊢ Γ ok. Then:
σ exactly when Γ ⊢ tgt e 1 ≈ e 2 : ∃α:k.τ .
• If Γ ⊢ e i : τ e ′ i then Γ ⊢ e 1 ≈ e 2 : τ exactly when Γ ⊢ tgt e ′ 1 ≈ e ′ 2 : τ .
The Role of the Value Restriction
Observe that Join • Snd and Snd • Join have the effect of eta-expanding their arguments (after evaluating them to values). For example, suppose F is an applicative functor value. As we saw in the proof sketch of Lemma 5.2, Join[Fst(F ), Snd(F )] is equivalent, after some simplification, to λm. F · m. The latter is equivalent to F because F is a value. On the other hand, suppose f is a value, and suppose c and f have an appropriate kind/type to be the static and dynamic components of an applicative functor. Note that f 's type must have the form ∀α:
This is equivalent to f , but only because of the value restriction. Since f is a value, it is certainly equivalent to Λα .f [α], but f [α] is not a value, so without a value restriction, it would not in general be equivalent to λx .f [α]x. The value restriction ensures that f [α] will halt, which is good enough to conclude f [α] ≈ λx .f [α]x. Thus Lemma 5.3 relies crucially on the value restriction.
We can work backward from this observation to obtain a counterexample of full abstraction if the value restriction were omitted. Suppose m is a variable with an applicative-functor signature. Since m is a value, m ≈ λ ap α/n. m · n. But m translates to dynamic componentm, whereas λ ap α/n. m · n translates to dynamic component Λα .λn.m[α]n. These translations can be distinguished by the observing context letm = Λα .⊥ in let _ = [ ] c in ⋆ (where c is any constructor of appropriate kind).
This issue with full abstraction does not rely on applicative functors. A similar example can be constructed using a generative functor.
(Both Shan [2006] and Rossberg, et al. [2014] produce a generally similar translation to ours, but neither of their target languages has a value restriction on polymorphic functions. 9 Consequently neither of them preserves abstraction, so long as their target language is capable of expressing the eager let used in the observing context above.)
Note that this issue does not rule out having a second form of polymorphic function without a value restriction, were one desired. The important thing is that the target language have a form of function able to take in both a constructor and a value at once, without any intervening effects.
One could even have a value restriction in the target and not the source, although having different source and target languages would complicate the development. We also conjecture that the translation would be fully abstract even without a value restriction if it were to translate variables to their full eta-long form. But such a translation is undesirable for efficiency reasons, so we have not explored it carefully.
DEFINITIONAL EXTENSIONS
The alignment of abstraction with effects in our module calculus suggests a natural treatment of first-class modules [Dreyer 2005; Russo 2000 ] as a definitional extension. Suppose we have a new term form md σ (M), which stands for an encapsulated module and has type md(σ ). And suppose such an encapsulated module can be made back into a module using tm σ (e).
Although this formulation offers less expressive power than systems that allow the propagation of type information through first-class code [Harper and Lillibridge 1994] , it supports most important applications of first-class modules such as run-time selection of implementations of abstract data types.
The critical point in the static semantics of first-class modules is that the tm form must be impure. Since the module depends on arbitrary code, it is impossible to determine its type components statically:
σ Two questions present themselves regarding these first-class modules: Does the language still respect the phase distinction, and does the extension leave intact the language's existing abstraction properties? At first glance, neither seems certain. The phase distinction depends on the fact that types cannot depend on terms, but first-class modules appear, at least superficially, to provide a way for that to happen. And, first-class modules provide a wealth of new observing contexts that might be used to distinguish between previously indistinguishable modules.
But the machinery developed here allows us easily to answer both questions in the affirmative. We show that we can faithfully define first-class modules as a definitional extension in the original language. This shows that the extension respects the phase distinction, since the original did. It also shows that the extension preserves abstraction, because any observing context in the extended language can be turned into an equivalent observing context in the original language. Consequently, any modules that are indistinguishable in the original language remain so with the extension.
Suppose σ [α:k. τ ]. We define:
9 Note that it is the target language at issue here, not any value restriction that might exist in the source language. Both Shan and Rossberg et al. target ordinary F ω (extended with extra types), which has no value restriction.
We can easily show that tm σ (md σ (N )) ≈ N , thereby simulating the extension's operational semantics.
Another useful extension is an operation purify S(c:σ ) (M) that takes an impure but transparent module and makes it pure [Dreyer 2005; Shao 1999 ]. This expresses the fact that in a module whose exported type components are fully specified, any typing effects are benign. This is useful for using generative functors within the implementation of an applicative functor.
We show that purify is a definitional extension by defining purify S(c:σ ) (M) as:
This trick has two parts: First, by converting M to a term, we disappear any typing effects it might have. Then, since M is transparent, its static component (c) is known without referring to M, so we are able to convert back to a pure module using Join.
When M is a value (and hence pure), we can easily show that purify S(c:σ ) (M) ≈ M, thereby simulating the extension's operational semantics.
Although these definitions are satisfactory from a theoretical standpoint, in practice it may be preferable to translate the extensions directly:
Γ ⊢ e : md(σ ) ē Γ ⊢ I tm σ (e) : σ ē
Observe that first-class modules are actually trivial when viewed through the lens of phase separation. On the other hand, the type translation is no longer the identity (md(σ ) becomes ∃α:k.τ ), which adds a bit of overhead to the compiler. This translation works because in the unpack, α has the kind S(c : Fst(σ )), so α ≡ c : Fst(σ ), so x's type can be expressed without reference to α.
FORMALIZATION
All the results in this paper are formalized in Coq (version 8.4). We implemented binding using deBruijn indices and explicit substitutions. To make reasoning about relations cleaner, we used the axioms of functional and propositional extensionality.
The full development is 89k lines. (These counts include comments and whitespace.) Of those, 70k are preliminaries or the development of logical equivalence, which are borrowed from Crary [2017] , with some modest editing, mostly to deal with the value restriction. The all-new materialÐthe translation and its correctness proofÐaccount for 19k lines.
We remarked above that the addition of value restriction had almost no effect on the development of logical equivalence. As a coarse measure of that, updating the logical-equivalence Coq proofs to account for the value restriction took less than one day.
The numerous typing premises involved in showing contextual equivalences rapidly become unmanageable. To manage this, we defined reductive contextual equivalence. We say that Γ ⊢ e ⇒ e ′ if for any τ , Γ ⊢ e : τ implies Γ ⊢ e ≈ e ′ : τ (and similarly for modules). One example of how this simplifies proofs is we can say that Γ ⊢ e → e ′ implies Γ ⊢ e ⇒ e ′ , eliminating the typing premise from Lemma 4.4.
ADDITIONAL DISCUSSION OF RELATED WORK
As discussed above, the closest work to ours is Shan [2006] and Rossberg, et al. [2014] . The most significant difference from ours is they do not establish dynamic correctness, but there is a stylistic difference as well. Although they are not fundamentally different from the pattern of the , their translations do not explicitly separate modules into type and term components. Instead, they realize the phase distinction by separating all the opaque type components into a prefix on which the module depends. (Shao [1999] calls this prefix the module's flexroot.) In ordinary modules, the prefix is existentially quantified, and in functors it is lambda abstracted. In essence, the module is automatically rewritten to replace sharing-by-fibration with sharing-byparameterization [Harper and Pierce 2005] . An advantage of their presentation is it allows one to dispense with any machinery to control the propagation of type information (such as the singleton kinds we use here).
These two differences may be connected. Our proof technique relies crucially on separating modules into type constructors and terms. It is not clear how to define something like Snd and Join without doing so.
Shan also addresses weak sealing [Dreyer et al. 2003 ], which we do not. He does so by generating a two-stage program. The first stage resolves static effects (in the sense of Dreyer, et al. [2003] ) that arise from weak sealing, resulting in a program without weak sealing. The second stage then executes that program, resolving the remaining (dynamic) effects as it goes. Rossberg, et al. do something similar. This approach is very plausible, but we do not follow it here, because the equational theory of weak sealing is still not well understood. Specifically, we do not yet know how to reconcile logical equivalence with weak sealing, so we cannot even begin to prove full abstraction. Elsman, et al. [1999; 2018] suggest a radically different approach called static interpretation. It resolves all module-level computation (e.g., functor application) at compile time. This sacrifices separate compilation (functors cannot be compiled separately from their arguments), but it makes it easy to optimize across module boundaries. In essence, static interpretation weakens the phase distinction by assigning module-level computation to the compile-time phase rather than the run-time phase. Their languages do not include sealing, but do include generative datatypes, which offer a means of abstraction. As with other prior work, they do not show dynamic correctness.
CONCLUSION
Our correctness and full abstraction results show that the phase-separation algorithm is canonical, from a theoretical standpoint anyway. Any other algorithm that is dynamically correct (in our sense) is necessarily equivalent to ours.
Nevertheless, there is room for improvement in the language itself. Our module calculus supports only a fragment of the features needed for Standard ML [Lee et al. 2007 ]. Many of the missing features are easily supported, but someÐparticularly those involving references, exceptions, or other forms of effectsÐare more difficult. Another important feature for languages that emphasize applicative functors (such as OCaml [Leroy et al. 2016] ) is weak sealing [Dreyer et al. 2003 ]. Still another direction is more powerful module features such as recursive modules [Crary et al. 1999; Dreyer 2005; Russo 2001] .
In each of these cases, we anticipate that the general proof strategy employed here should work. However, a precondition for progress in any of these domains is a working account of logical equivalence. These are important avenues for future work.
